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PREFACE

The FIFPRO Gallery is a commitment to empower and support all players and their unions around the world to improve our sport and our societies. 
Their individual and collective leadership is more important than ever at a time of rapid change, driven by systemic trends like technology, 
globalisation and the critical importance of diversity and inclusion.

There are very few industries and passions as global as football – it transcends countries, religions genders and politics. This worldwide reach means 
football as a sport can make a significant impact on global issues that affect society, like very few sports or movements. As the global representative 
of professional footballers we therefore actively e and support our players and their unions to have an impact on the issues that matter to them – both 
in their industry and beyond. The FIFPRO Gallery serves as a reminder and an inspiration about what leadership, collectivism and activism can achieve.

The impact of player activismThe impact of player activism
Athlete activism is nothing new in our sport and can be traced back to the early beginnings of the sport. The FIFPRO Gallery shows that players have 
never been afraid to stand up for their rights and beliefs on and off the pitch. The cases of these pioneering football activists show that player activism 
has helped to shift the sporting landscape towards a more inclusive and progressive football industry. This had not only an impact on the players 
themselves but on society in general. At a time when unity and togetherness are as important as ever FIFPRO is committed to continuing this fight for 
fairness and equality.

The vital role of the players’ voiceThe vital role of the players’ voice
Professional players are the ones who make football the most popular sport in the world today, captivating hundreds of millions of people. However, 
given the rate of change in society, the workforce issues for players have never been more global and relevant. Despite the growth of the game, the 
challenges caused by fragile employment condition and the fragmentation of the industry affect most players across the globe. Thus, their voice is 
essential to the development, governance and growth of the game in an ever-changing football landscape. All players, irrespective of their income or 
sporting success, are people first, workers second, and players third. Their human rights and pursuit of a dignified professional career are the essence 
of a well-governed, sustainable and just football industry. The player stories in the FIFPRO Gallery show that players, together with their elected 
representatives, have a rightful position in deciding how the game and industry are run. It is the players right to collectively organize in unions and to 
voice their concerns, thoughts and opinions.

Inspiring future generationsInspiring future generations
The FIFPRO Gallery’s pioneering player activists represent all professional footballers who have overcome adversity to achieve civil liberties and 
human rights, changing the lives of fellow players and inspiring future generations. As players become ever more prominent and their voices more 
powerful, it is critical that they enjoy the liberty and freedom of expression to keep driving positive social change. With the deepest respect for the 
courage, leadership and determination of our game’s activists.

Philippe Piat         Jonas Baer-Hoffmann
FIFPRO President        FIFPRO General Secretary
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Freedom of movement

JEAN-MARC 
BOSMAN

In the summer of 1990, Jean-Marc Bosman was refused an 
international transfer and saw his wages cut by 75%. Fighting this 
in court, Bosman argued that the current transfer rules violated the 
freedom of movement clauses in the European Communities Treaty 
of Rome.

With his landmark victory, Jean-Marc Bosman paved the way for a
truly international employment market for players. He created
opportunities for players to build a career abroad, internationalize
squads and thereby make football global.

https://www.fifpro.org/en/gallery#/jean-marc-bosman
https://www.fifpro.org/en/gallery#/jean-marc-bosman
https://www.fifpro.org/en/gallery#/jean-marc-bosman


Player salary and 
remuneration

JIMMY 
HILL

In 1961, Fulham's inside right and union leader Jimmy Hill called 
out the Professional Footballers' Association members to force the 
abolishment of the twenty pounds a week salary cap.

With strength in numbers and sheer character, only 72 hours before 
the announced strike, the players persuaded the clubs.

Hill's victory meant players could negotiate their own contracts.

http://www.fifpro.org/en/gallery#/jimmy-hill


Fighting abuse

AFGHANISTAN WOMEN’S 
NATIONAL TEAM

In 2018, members of the Afghanistan women’s national team bravely 
spoke out about sexual and physical abuse by those at the highest 
levels of the country’s football federation.

The collective strength of the players to fight systemic abuse 
resulted in a landmark decision that became a symbol of strength 
for many women in Afghanistan and beyond.

http://www.fifpro.org/en/gallery#/afghanistan-womens-team


Human rights

ZAHIR 
BELOUNIS

In 2011, professional footballer Zahir Belounis found himself trapped 
in Qatar. A victim of the ‘kafala system’ that states that employees 
can only leave Qatar with permission from their employer.

Following an international campaign by players unions, trade unions 
networks, human rights organisations and government.
Belounis eventually received his Qatari exit visa in November 2013
without compromising his financial settlement.

http://www.fifpro.org/en/gallery#/zahir-belounis


A new era of 
women's football

THE 99ERS 

 The 99ers became the first superstar women’s team and won 
the World Cup. Their team spirit also underlined their formidable 
influence in the fight for recognition and equality.

They boycotted the 2000 tour to Australia, became activists and
advocates, increasing media coverage of the games, through their
own self-promotion and marketing efforts, as well as fighting for
equal treatment.

https://www.fifpro.org/en/gallery#/the-99ers


Domestic freedom 
of movement

GEORGE 
EASTHAM

In 1959, George Eastham refused to sign a new contract with 
Newcastle United. The reason: lousy housing, a horrible second job, 
and the club did not allow him to tour with England’s Under 23 team.

George Eastham fought to provide the freedom to seek the best 
possible job. This achievement is instrumental in shaping a fair 
market, creating opportunities players enjoy today, and allowing the 
game to thrive.

https://www.fifpro.org/en/gallery#/george-eastham


What is the purpose of the FIFPRO gallery?What is the purpose of the FIFPRO gallery?
The purpose of the FIFPRO Gallery is to signify the willingness of 
athletes to organise, work collectively and strive to make their sport 
better. The Gallery pays tribute to those players who have endured 
hardship and made personal sacrifices to improve employment 
conditions for fellow footballers and other workers. While the stories 
traverse multiple decades, they are not to be considered in isolation, 
but rather as inextricably linked by a set of common intrinsic values. 
The actions contained within the FIFPRO Gallery are not just legal 
cases or personal stories of triumph over adversity, but also represent 
industrial actions by players and the player unions as their collective 
representatives. To honour the pioneering football activists, the 
FIFPRO Gallery marks the 25th anniversary of the Bosman ruling, 
which gave footballers greater freedom of movement and recognised 
their economic rights as workers. 

What do these leading players and activists stand for?What do these leading players and activists stand for?
Each of the players or groups featured within the gallery represent 
both an individual fight for rights and a broader quest for collective 
freedoms, recognition and justice. They stand for a bigger collective 
of players, whose stories remain untold, primarily because of 
the rights that were achieved for their industry. The capability of 
organised collective action, the importance of the freedom to 
associate and the power of the athlete voice are demonstrated 
repeatedly throughout the Gallery. 

Is there a focus on specific themes or issues in the Is there a focus on specific themes or issues in the 
football industry?football industry?
The FIFPRO Gallery focuses on player driven change within and 
beyond the football industry. Rather than placing a focus on 
specific issues across the football landscape, attention is focused 
on individual and collective action. The football industry, like wider 
society, is continuously evolving and each generation of players is 
confronted with their own challenges and struggles. However, issues 
prominent in one decade may invariably arise again in a different 
context over time. From Jimmy Hill and George Eastham in the 1960s, 
to Jean-Marc Bosman in the 1990s and up to modern times, the 
regulation of player salaries, mobility and working conditions remain 
fundamentally important issues. In addition, the pursuit of gender 
equality in the workplace, the fight for increased visibility, diversity 
and inclusion, as well as protections against sexual and physical 
abuse are hugely important examples of player-driven action in 
unequitable environments.

Why does this matter now and what is the link to the football  Why does this matter now and what is the link to the football  
industry today?industry today?
The significance of each action continues to resonate across the 
global sporting landscape today. The principles of player-driven 
actions are timeless: strong, collective, industrial action that is taken 
to better the industry for both themselves and those who would 
follow. First and foremost, players are human beings; wherever they 
experience injustice or a threat to their basic human rights, they have 
the right to take action. This can range from individual and collective 
actions, to activism and legal recourse. Furthermore, for as long as 
football remains an economic activity, workers will continuously 
strive to improve their industry and make their voices heard. Modern 
contextual issues within football, from technology and innovation 
to globalisation, require players to demonstrate similar traits and 
strength of character, both as workers and as human beings.
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THANK YOU

Sarah Gregorius
Strategy and Policy Officer
+316 8240 8028
s.gregorius@fifpro.org

Alexander Bielefeld
Head of Global Policy & 
Strategic Relations
+31 6 8330 6736
a.bielefeld@fifpro.org 

The Fédération Internationale des Associations de Footballeurs Professionnels (FIFPRO) 
is the worldwide representative organisation of professional footballers; more than 
65,000 players in total, male and female. The world players’ union currently has 63 
national players’ associations as its members. In the context of this agreement FIFPRO 
members act as representatives of employees on employment matters.


